Sanjay Rajopadhye
Colorado State University

Name Tags

Sanjay is terrible with names and faces. So we use name tags (see Sanjay’s example)

- Take card
- Fold lengthwise (blank side outside)
- Name on the outside (how you want to be addressed in this class) BOLD letters using markers
- Personal information + interesting fact inside
**Name Tag Inside**

- **Name**: Sanjay Rajopadhye
- **What you want to be called**: Sanjay
- **Pronunciation** (optional): Sun-juy Raaj-Oh-path-yay (in “path” make the t sound like a d). Don’t worry if you don’t get it right, it’s almost always mispronounced, even in India.
- **Major dept**: CS/ECE
- **Status**: Professor (e.g., junior/senior/grad student)
- **Interesting fact**: 2018 was the only year when I could say that my age was the same as the year of my birth.

*In most Indian names, “a” is almost always pronounced as a short “u” sound as in gun, fun, etc., or a long “aa” sound as in calm, bard, etc. These rules are used in many parts of Asia, e.g., pronounce “Bagdad?”*

---

**About me**

- **Education**
  - Undergrad: B.Tech, IIT Kharagpur (India) 1980
  - Graduate: PhD University of Utah (running Utes) 1986
- **Professional trajectory:**
  - University of Oregon (ducks) 86-91
  - Oregon State University (beavers) 91-92
  - IRISA/University of Rennes, France (no mascot) 92-01
  - Colorado State University (rams) since 2001
- **Research Interests:**
  - HPC, Accelerators, FPGAs, compilers, programing languages
  - Polyhedral model: a mathematical framework for describing, transforming and “compiling” massively parallel computations
**GTA 1**

- **Name**: Huma Jamil
- **What you want to be called**: Huma
- **Major dept**: CS
- **Status**: 1st semester PhD
- **Interesting fact**:

**Colorado State University**

**GTA 2**

- **Name**: Jason Garcia
- **What you want to be called**: Jason
- **Major dept**: CS
- **Status**: 5th semester MS
- **Interesting fact**:

**Colorado State University**
GTA 3

- **Name**: Abhijnan Nath
- **What you want to be called**: 
- **Major dept**: CS
- **Status**: 2nd semester MS
- **Interesting fact**: 

*Colorado State University*